
ENGLISH

ATTENTION

1. Never try to open the case or remove its back cover.

2. Do not operate buttons underwater.

3. Should moisture appear inside the watch, have it checked immediately by your dealer. 
Otherwise it can cause erosion of the metal parts of the watch.

4. Though the watch is designed to withstand normal use, you should avoid rough use or 
dropping the watch.

5. Avoid exposing the watch to temperature extremes.

6. Wipe the watch with dry, soft cloth only. Avoid allowing it to come into direct contact 
with chemical materials, which can cause deterioration of the plastic parts of the watch. 

7. Avoid to wear the watch in electromagnetic, static conditions.

8. The information contained in this document belongs to ICE Universal Ltd and may not be 
reproduced without its authorisation.

WATER RESISTANT: 100m
BATTERY: CR1616

Day of week

Reset Start / Stop

Mode Backlight

Seconds

Hour Minutes

Alarm

A D

B C

General functions

ON if visible
OFF if not visible

1. USE THE BACKLIGHT: press C to illuminate the display about 3 seconds 

2. DISPLAY THE DATE: press and hold D
3. DISPLAY THE ALARM TIME: press and hold A                   

4. ON/OFF THE ALARM: press A and D at the same time to on/off the alarm  

5. ON/OFF THE CHIME: press A and B at the same time to on/off the chime  



STOPWATCH STOPWATCH

1. Press one time B to access the « Stopwatch Mode » (the date is flashing)
2. Press D to start the stopwatch
3. Press D again to stop the stopwatch
4. Press A to reset the stopwatch
5. Press B to return to time screen

1. Press one time B to access the « Stopwatch Mode » (the date is flashing)
2. Press D to start the stopwatch
3. Press A to display the split time, stopwatch timeing continues internally
4. Press A to clear the split time and to continue time measurement
 Repeat step 3 and 4, you can measure the multi split time
5. Press D to stop the stopwatch
6. Press B to return to time screen

LAP TIME SPLIT TIME



ALARM TIME SETTING TIME SETTING
1. Press three time B to access the « Time Setting Mode » (the second is flashing)
2. Press D to reset the seconds
3. Press A to change to the next selection
4. Press D to increase the number, press and hold to increase at high speed
5. Repeat step 3 and 4, the selection in the following sequence: 
 SECONDS › MINUTES › HOUR › DATE › MONTH › DAY OF WEEK
6. Press B to return to time screen

1. Press two time B to access the « Alarm Mode » (the hour is flashing)
2. Press D to increase the hour, press and hold to increase at high speed
3. Press A to select the minutes
4. Press D to increase the minutes, press and hold to increase at high speed
5. Press B to return to time screen

SNOOZE • The alarm sounds at present time each day for about 60 seconds
• Press D to break it, the alarm restarts after 5 minutes
• Press A to stop it 12/24H format can be selected during hour setting


